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THE ANGEL’S INTERPRETATION OF DANIEL’s VISION
V. The Interpretation of the Vision (7:15-28)
1. Although Daniel had been a dream __________________in chp 2, He could not ______________this
vision, but called on an ___________ to tell him what the vision meant.
*Who was this angel?
This same angel told Daniel:
a. The 4 beasts represent 4 _______________________that will dominate the earth in the future.
b. The 4 kingdoms would be “the times of the Gentiles” ruling over Israel & Jerusalem until the
_________________would put an end to this rule.
c. This interpretation is _________________with Nebuchadnezzar’s statue dream in chp 2. ( cf
2:34-35, 44-45)
2. Although these 4 kingdoms will dominate the earth for a time, the Jews would still receive their
__________________________________________ which will last forever!
3. The final form of the last kingdom ________________Daniel as Gabriel _______________it all to him!
What did he say?
a. This final form was an exceedingly ______________________________which was
_________________ from the others.
b. Then an ______________appeared, by which 3 of the others__________. It seems he
accomplish this with the “__________________________________” (diplomacy). This
promoted him to be __________________than the others!
4. As Daniel watched the 11th horn made _________against the _______________of God and
________________ over them.
5. Then the Most High God ______________the little horn who had become so great and __________
________ into the Lake of Fire, and brought the ___________of God into the promised earthly
kingdom.
The angel Gabriel stated:
- This 4th beast of the _____________Roman empire lead by the __________________will
eventually _______________ the________________________!
- This kingdom will have _____________ kings as rulers
- Then another, an 11th horn, shall rise and __________________of the 10 kings (probably by
means of___________________)
- The 11th horn will speak __________________words _______________________.
- He will __________________the saints of God
- During his time God will ____________His saints to _____________terribly under his
oppressive rule

How long will this be allowed to go on?
- For “time, times and half of time” = __________years – this takes place during the __________
________ of the tribulation – it is called The______________________________.
- He shall intend to _________________“times and law”

B. Some General Information About the Antichrist
1. What does the term “Antichrist” mean?
“anti” =

2. What should we expect from this man of sin?
a. He will be ______________ by the masses, not ________________ by them!
b. He will be ________________ to the masses, not ____________________to them.
c. He will be__________________ , not_________________.
d. Probably, he will be a _____________& not a___________.

3. In 2 Thessalonians 2, he is described as: “the man of _______, the son of __________________”.
4. He is the “The ______________” of Revelation 13

5. Yet, He will come to his _______ in Revelation 19:19-21

*What should all this mean to you?

